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Body: Percutaneous transthoracic needle aspiration (TTNA) biopsy is a diagnostic procedure used in
pulmonary nodules where bronchoscopy does not reach. The aim of this study is to assess the value of
TTNA in our field where the exams are performed by pneumologists. We assessed 108 consecutive
patients who had a TTNA biopsy from January 2008 and December 2010 at our ward. All patients had
previously undergone to bronchoscopy with a negative diagnostic result but with a strong clinical suspicion
for malignant injury. During CT examination diameters of lesions were measured and the point of aspiration
of cytological sample was pinpointed. The point of aspiration was in periphery or in the middle of the lesion.
Cytological examinations diagnosed 70 (64.8%) malignant cases. Among 38 non malignant cytology, 29
patients were proved false negative cases. Sensitivity of TTNA was 71%, specificity 100%. Sensitivity of
TTNA of central samples was 76.32%, peripheral 69.81%. We divided all patients into two groups:
malignancy or benign nature of cytology. We processed a table with measures of diameters of nodules.

measures of nodules

total positive cytology negative cytology

mean (cm) 3.97 4.01 3.91

Standard deviation 1.97 1.87 2.16

64 (91%) malignant cases had a large diameter (>2cm), 6 (9%) had a small diameter (<2cm), 35 (92%)
benign cases had a large diameter (>2cm), 3 (8%) cases had a small diameter (<2cm). Complications were
controlled: 21 (19.4%) pneumothorax, 14 (13%) alveolar hemorrages, 4 (3.4%) alveolar hemorrages and
pneumothorax, 2 (1.9%) emoftoe. TTNA is an accurate and safe procedure if it is performed by



pneumologist. Diagnostic performance of TTNA is not influenced by diameter and location.
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